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1. With reference to ‘Red Tourism’ recently seen in the news, consider the 
following statements:  

1. It refers to visiting sites that have a modern revolutionary legacy.  

2. It was launched in 2004 by Russia.  
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?  

A. 1 only  
B. 2 only  
C. Both 1 and 2  
D. Neither 1 nor 2 

 

2. With reference to India Cycles4Change challenge, consider the following 
statements:  

1. It supports Indian cities to quickly implement cycling-friendly 
initiatives in response to COVID-19.  

2. It is an initiative of the Smart Cities Mission.  
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?  

A. 1 only  

B. 2 only  
C. Both 1 and 2  
D. Neither 1 nor 2 

 

3. India signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on cooperation in 
the field of Sustainable Urban Development with which of the following 
country?  

A. France  
B. China  
C. Maldives  
D. Sri Lanka 
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4. A new Coronavirus treatment, named EXO-CD24 is being developed in 
which of the following country?  

A. Saudi Arabia  
B. Israel  

C. Russia  
D. France 

 

5. Laureus World Sportsman of the Year 2021 was awarded to which player? 
A. Roger Federer 
B. Rafael Nadal  
C. Lionel Messi  

D. Cristiano Ronaldo 
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OUTLINE FOR 7th JUNE 2021 DQ 

1. Ans. (A)  

 ‘Red tourism’ refers to visiting sites that have a modern revolutionary legacy.  

 It was launched in 2004 by China, the purpose of the project is to promote 

locations with historical and cultural significance to the ruling Communist 
Party’s history while also providing an impetus to tourism and local businesses.  

 It seeks to spread awareness about the history of the Communist Party of China 
starting from its origins.  

 ‘Red tourism’ reminds people of the sacrifices made by the leaders of the 
Communist party to forge a modern China.  

 

2. Ans. (C)  

 The India Cycles4Change Challenge is an initiative of the Smart Cities 
Mission, Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs, Government of India to 
inspire and support Indian cities to quickly implement cycling-friendly 
initiatives in response to COVID-19.  

 The Smart Cities Mission, in association with Institute for Transport and 
Development Policy (ITDP), conducted training modules and other capacity-
building initiatives to guide 107 cities on various cycling initiatives.  

 The challenge had a Test-Learn-Scale (TLS) approach which the 

participating cities adopted by testing various initiatives through quick low-cost 
interventions in the first phase of the challenge, learning from them, and 
preparing for scaleup in the second phase. 

 

3.  Ans. (C)  

 India signed Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Maldives on 
cooperation in the field of Sustainable Urban Development.  

 A Joint Working Group (JWG) will be constituted to strategize and implement 
programs on cooperation under the framework of the MoU. And it will meet 
once a year, alternately in the Maldives and India.  

 The MoU is expected to create employment in the areas of sustainable urban 
development including Urban Planning, Smart Cities Development, Solid waste 
management, Affordable housing, Urban Green Mobility, Urban Mass Rapid 
Transport, Smart Cities Development. 
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4. Ans. (B)  

 A new coronavirus treatment EXO-CD24 substance being developed in Israel's 
Tel Aviv’s Ichilov Medical Center has successfully completed phase one trials 
and appears to have helped numerous moderate-to-serious cases of COVID-19 

quickly recover from the disease.  

 The medicine is reported to fight the cytokine storm, which is a potentially 
lethal immune overreaction to the coronavirus infection that is believed to be 
responsible for much of the deaths associated with the disease. 

 

5. Ans. (B)  

 Laureus World Sportsman of the Year 2021 awarded to Rafael Nadal.  

 The Laureus World Sports Awards are the ultimate sporting honour, presented 

each year by the Laureus Academy to celebrate the sporting achievements of the 
last year. 
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